European Abuse Forum

Short Brief from:
Workshop in Hamburg 26th May 2004
Participants

- 35 Participants
- 24 different of ISPs
- 10 different countries
Working-groups

• After Madrid we reduced our topics to the 3 major issues and built up different working groups
  – Virus/Worms
  – SPAM
  – Copyright issues

• The workgroups could change in the future (based on actual problems)
Planned Activities (1):

- Go on with the „abuse workshops“ twice a year to get in contact with other abuse teams (as much as possible)
- Try to find out, if there are similar problems in the different teams
- If there are similar problems, we want to share informations how you can fix the problem (knowhow transfer)
- Depending on this, we want to define standards and procedures, to make all our lifes easier
Planned Activities (2):

• Establish a name for the forum (draft: European Abuse Forum)
• Set up a Webpage to share information (results of the workshops)
• Set up one (or more) mailinglist, to communicate directly with the forum
• Built up a kind of „Trusted Network“ for abuse teams
Summary Abuse workshop

• It will be an advantage if we develop a European standard for abuse handling
• We think TF-CSIRT is the right place for a working group for a „European Abuse Forum“ => THANK YOU FOR THAT!!!
• We are at the beginning ... Next steps could be change on demand
Questions ????
The purpose of the workshop

• The target is to define our common problems and if we reach consensus on the usefulness of joint approach, to make a roadmap to implement that.